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            Fertiliser Spreaders

          

      	
            
        
          
            A full range of Slug bait spreaders, Fertiliser Spreaders & Magnesium Spreaders for ATVs & Tractors
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Rata's Vogal Spreaders Leading the Way in Precision and Efficiency

        
        
        
          Rata Equipment's Vogal spreaders stand at the forefront of agricultural innovation, offering a cutting-edge solution to enhance precision and efficiency in the distribution of fertilisers. As a trusted name in the industry, Rata Equipment has crafted a range of Vogal spreaders that embody durability, reliability and advanced technology.

Designed to meet the diverse needs of modern farming, Rata's Vogal spreaders boast a robust construction that ensures longevity and resilience in the field. They are equipped with state-of-the-art features, including precise rate control and uniform spread patterns, optimising nutrient distribution for optimal crop growth.

With a commitment to user-friendly operation, Rata's Vogal spreaders incorporate intuitive controls and adjustable settings, allowing farmers to tailor their fertiliser application to specific crop requirements. The equipment's versatility extends to its compatibility with various types of fertilisers, accommodating the unique demands of different crops and soil conditions.

Rata Equipment's dedication to quality and performance shines through in every aspect of our machines, making them an indispensable tool for modern farmers striving for efficiency and productivity. Explore Rata's range of Vogal spreaders to elevate your agricultural practices and achieve unparalleled results in crop management.
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                    Mag 45 - Fert & Mag Spreader


                    
                    
                      
                      With its compact size, the Mag 45 is designed primarily for the application of causmag, although the dual port triangular discharge apertures allow the Mag 45 to also successfully spread grass seed an...
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                    Spreadmax 120 - Mag & Fert Spreader


                    
                    
                      
                      Designed to spread causmag, urea, grass seed and various other types of fertiliser from rates as low as 5kg per hectare. The unique drive system ensures trouble free and reliable operation, whilst the...
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                    Spreadmax EX120 - Mag & Fert Spreader


                    
                    
                      
                      Incorporating the easy-lock drive engagement system which is controlled from the front of the spreader along with the shutter aperture control, simply select the spread rate you require and drive. Als...
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                    Baitmax - Slug Bait Spreader


                    
                    
                      
                      The Vogal Baitmax is a 12 volt slug bait spreader for arable slug bait spreading - helping farmers to elimate slugs & increase their pasture & crop yields, It's built heavy duty from the groun...
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                    Mag 45 - Fert & Mag Spreader


                    
                    
                      
                      With its compact and petite size, it's designed primarily for the application of causmag, although the dual port triangular discharge apertures allow the Mag 45 to also successfully spread grass seed ...
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                    Spreadmax 120 Fert & Mag Spreader


                    
                    
                      
                      Designed to spread causmag, urea, grass seed and various other types of fertiliser from rates as low as 5kg per hectare.The unique drive system ensures trouble free and reliable operation, whilst the ...
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                    Spreadmax EX120 Fert & Mag Spreader


                    
                    
                      
                      Incorporating the easy-lock drive engagement system which is controlled from the front of the spreader along with the shutter aperture control, simply select the spread rate you require and drive.Also...
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                    Spreadmax 240 Fert Spreader


                    
                    
                      
                      Very similar design to the Spreadmax 120, the difference lies in the higher capacity (240L) Effective spreading width throws Causmag 3 metres, Urea 12 to 15 metres. Reduced features from the very popu...
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                    Spreadmax EX240 Fert Spreader


                    
                    
                      
                      Incorporating the easy-lock drive engagement system which is controlled from the front of the spreader along with the shutter aperture control, simply select the spread rate you require and drive. The...
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                    Spreadmax EX500 Fert Spreader


                    
                    
                      
                      Boasting all the features of the 500 model plus an additional two: Proven easy lock spinner drive engagement system (pinless and painless). Vari Port adjustable dual triangular discharge apertures for...
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                    Spreadmax EX750 Fert Spreader


                    
                    
                      
                      The huge 750 litre thick moulded polyethene hopper has been designed to be used in conjuction with 500 kg bulk bags of Urea.Packed with features such as 3 fin marine grade aluminium spinner discs comp...
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                    Spreadmax TT750 Fert Spreader


                    
                    
                      
                      Particularly well suited to very undulating, pugged or soft ground conditions, the TT750's fully oscillating suspension absorbs bumps and eliminates the jarring effect that the single axle machines gi...
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                    TPL750 Fert Spreader


                    
                    
                      
                      The TPL750 boasts several features and is in a class of its own, designed primarily for the application of Urea, it can also be used for spreading seed, granulated fertilisers and pelletized lime. The...
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                    NEW Vortex Spreader


                    
                    
                      *NEW PRODUCT* 
                      The newly developed and innovative Vortex Spreader is designed to spread products that either have a high moisture (up to 35%) content or can be very dry/powdery and bridge over the spreader's apertur...
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                    Easy-Pour


                    
                    
                      
                      Do you need an easier way to dispense bulk bags? Vogal Easy-Pour could be your answer. Vogal Easy-Pour means you do not have to use the entire bulk bag when you open it, simply place the bag on top of...
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              The Toughest Spreaders

            

          
          
          	
              Get your guide to New Zealands toughest range of spreaders
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Contacts














NZ Freephone: 0800 802 478	

AU Freephone: 1800 962 022	

Phone: +64 3 688 2478			

Fax: +64 3 688 2479			

Email: sales@rataequipment.com
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Location














1 Ferrier Road, Winchester 

South Canterbury 7985 

New Zealand	

1/319 Learmonth Road 

Ballarat, Victoria 3355 

Australia




















 
     
      
        
        
        
        
          
        
        
        
          
          
        
        

        
      

    

    
















 
Dealer Locator



  Register your new product for warranty here 









































  
    
      
      
      
  	

  




























  Rata proudly supports RRT.
  


  The Rapid Relief Team (RRT) NZ delivers hope and relief to people across the globe.
Whether it be fire, flood or humanitarian need, RRT expands their support services to meet
the crisis at hand.
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